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How the Big Four Ranked in the 3Q23 IPO Market 

The third quarter of 2023 produced 30 IPOs that raised a combined $7.8 billion, more proceeds raised than 

in the full-year 2022 despite no significant increase in deal count from previous quarters. Chip giant Arm 

led activity, raising $4.9 billion in the largest tech IPO since 2019. Grocery delivery platform Instacart 

and marketing software firm Klaviyo followed closely behind, generating buzz as the IPO market’s first 

US-based tech unicorns in nearly two years. In total, just seven IPOs raised $100 million or more. The 

Big Four accounting firms appeared on all seven, representing 95% of the quarter’s proceeds but just 23% 

of total deal count as small names continued to dominate issuance. With every offering requiring audited 

financials, there were 30 auditing engagements with 16 accounting firms, or 35 with 20 accounting firms 

including SPACs. 

After falling to fourth place in the 2Q, Ernst & Young rocketed back to first… 

To read the entire Audit Firm Rankings, sign up for a free trial of 

IPO Pro here.   
 

For a look at top auditors for SPACs, check out page 6 of the report. 
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#1     
 

 

The top IPO auditor in the 3Q, Ernst & Young worked on five deals that raised a combined $1.4 billion 

in its busiest quarter since 2021. Four of its clients raised $100+ million, led by Israel-based DTC beauty 

retailer ODDITY Tech. Its remaining four deals were biotechs based near San Diego or Boston, the largest 

of which was radiopharmaceutical drug developer RayzeBio. EY is the auditor for a handful of sizable 

upcoming IPOs, namely footwear brand Birkenstock, which launched its $1.5 billion offering at the start 

of October, as well as homebuilder Smith Douglas Homes and Vietnamese tech company VNG. 

 

 

 

 

 

3Q22 Rank: #4 (0 IPOs) 

Headquarters: London, UK 

Website: www.ey.com 

Worked alongside law firms: Cooley (4), Latham & Watkins (3), Davis Polk (2) 

Audited IPOs underwritten by: BofA Securities (3), Guggenheim Securities (2), JP Morgan (2) 

Top Industries: Healthcare (4), Consumer Staples (1) 

Top Geographies: Massachusetts (2), California (2), Israel (1) 
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Deloitte & Touche ranked second in the third quarter, auditing three IPOs that raised a whopping $5.5 

billion, the most proceeds of any auditor. Its clients were led by UK-based chip giant Arm, which raised 

$4.9 billion (88% of Deloitte client proceeds) in the largest tech IPO since Uber in 2019. The firm’s other 

clients were SaaS company Klaviyo, one of the first tech unicorns to go public in nearly two years, and 

NASH biotech Sagimet Biosciences. In the IPO pipeline, Deloitte is the auditor for auto battery maker 

Clarios and real estate company American Healthcare REIT.  

 

 

 

 

3Q22 Rank: #1 (2 IPOs, $310M) 

Headquarters: New York, NY 

Website:  

Worked alongside law firms: Goodwin Procter (2), Cooley (1), Davis Polk (1) 

Audited IPOs underwritten by: Goldman Sachs (3), TD Cowen (3), Barclays (2) 

Top Industries: Technology (2), Healthcare (1) 

Top Geographies: UK (1), Massachusetts (1), California (1) 
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#3   
 

In third place, PricewaterhouseCoopers audited one traditional IPO that raised $660 million, along with 

one direct listing. Its sole IPO client was grocery delivery platform Instacart, the first US tech unicorn to 

IPO since 2021. It also worked on the NYSE direct listing of regional air travel company Surf Air 

Mobility. PwC is the auditor for a few sizable IPOs in the pipeline, including French biotech Abivax and 

energy plays BKV Corp and MN8 Energy. 

 

 

 

 

 

3Q22 Rank: #2 (1 IPO, $1.7B) 

Headquarters: New York, NY 

Website:  

Worked alongside law firms: Latham & Watkins (2), Cooley (1), O’Melveny & Myers (1) 

Audited listings underwritten/advised by: Baird (2), Barclays (1), Blaylock Van (1) 

Top Industries: Technology (1), Industrials (1) 

Top Geographies: California (2) 
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#4  
 

The smallest member of the Big Four, KPMG didn’t appear on any IPOs in the slow third quarter. 

However, three notable companies in the pipeline are audited by KPMG: car sharing platform Turo, gene 

therapy biotech Lexeo Therapeutics, and Hong Kong-based food retailer and recipe platform DDC 

Enterprise. 

 

 

 

 

 

3Q22 Rank: #3 (1 IPO, $36M)  

Headquarters: Amstelveen, Netherlands 

Website: 

Worked alongside law firms: - 

Audited IPOs underwritten by: - 

Top Industries: - 

Top Geographies: - 
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Auditor Rankings for the 3Q23 SPAC Market 
 

Five blank check IPOs raised $765 million, once again the slowest quarter by deal count since the 1Q17, 

as SPAC sponsors continued to be plagued by high redemption rates, deal terminations, and liquidations, 

amid poor post-merger returns. Oil and gas driller Nabors Industries backed the quarter’s largest SPAC 

IPO, Nabors Energy Transition II ($300M), after its first SPAC found a merger target earlier in the year. 

Seven new SPACs filed for IPOs, five of which are either based in or targeting Asia, and one of which 

also priced (Haymaker Acquisition 4). At quarter-end, 11 SPACs in the pipeline had filed or updated in 

the past 90 days, indicating another quiet quarter ahead. 

27 companies listed via SPAC merger in the third quarter, most notably Vietnamese EV developer VinFast 

Auto, which listed at a valuation of about $27 billion, albeit with a very limited tradable float after a >90% 

redemption rate; the company is audited by Ernst & Young. 

After falling out of the top two in the previous quarter, Marcum reclaimed the #1 spot among blank check 

auditors, working on two deals that raised a combined $330 million. Fellow SPAC staple 

WithumSmith+Brown appeared in second place, working on one blank check IPO, the quarter’s largest. 

Two other firms audited blank check IPOs in the third quarter: MaloneBailey (99 Acquisition Group) and 

UHY (Bowen Acquisition), the latter of which came in first place in the 2Q. 
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#1            

 

SPAC mainstay Marcum was the top blank check IPO auditor in the third quarter, working on two deals 

that raised $330 million. The firm’s clients were Steven and Andrew Heyer’s latest venture Haymaker 

Acquisition 4, which plans to target the consumer sector, and Keen Vision Capital’s ESG-focused Keen 

Vision Acquisition. 

 

 

 

 

 

3Q22 Rank: #1 (3 SPACs, $280M) 

Headquarters: New York, NY 

Website: 

Worked alongside law firms: Ogier (2), Ellenoff Grossman (1), Graubard Miller (1) 

Audited SPACs underwritten by: Brookline Capital Markets (1), Cantor Fitzgerald (1), EF Hutton (1) 

Top Industries: SPAC (2) 

Top Geographies: New York (1), New Jersey (1) 
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